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Abstract. In this paper we consider the interactions of coro-
nal mass ejections (CMEs) with the Earth’s magnetosphere
for the specific case in which there is a sharp increase in
the dynamic pressure (interplanetary shock) that is associ-
ated with a simultaneous northward turning of the interplane-
tary magnetic field (IMF) from the near horizontal direction.
Previously, we have shown that under such circumstances,
the so-called transition current systems arise. These tempo-
rary high-latitude current systems create a low-latitude asym-
metric magnetic field on the ground with a large northward
field enhancement on the nightside and little or no field in-
crease near local noon. Here we investigate the dawn-dusk
asymmetry of the low-latitude on-ground magnetic field of
the transition current system caused by the IMF. Analysis
of the Region 1 current circuit for northward IMF shows a
change in its shape controlled by different IMF components.
Due to this geometrical effect, the maximum and minimum
magnetic field disturbances appear to be shifted. The ob-
tained results supplement and define more precisely the loca-
tions of the magnetic disturbance extrema retrieved recently
by Clauer et al. (2001). The results of this study are com-
pared with the available observations. A good accordance is
demonstrated.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Current systems;
Magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions; Magnetospheric
configuration and dynamics)

1 Introduction

A typical sudden compression of the magnetosphere, caused
by the encounter with the coronal mass ejection (CME), is
associated with a world-wide enhancement of the northward
ground magnetic field at low-latitudes with a slightly larger
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enhancement on the dayside. Clauer et al. (2001) intro-
duced the concept of a three-dimensional transition current
system that exists for some characteristic time in the po-
lar regions and is caused by the rotation of the interplan-
etary magnetic field (IMF) from the near horizontal direc-
tion to the northward direction simultaneous with the pas-
sage of an interplanetary shock. It was shown by Clauer
et al. (2001) that under these conditions in the solar wind,
the three-dimensional transition current system creates at low
latitudes the ground magnetic field perturbation which ex-
plains an observed asymmetric increase in theH or X com-
ponent of the geomagnetic field northward on the nightside
and much weaker, or even slightly southward at local mag-
netic noon. The analysis of the dependence of the intensity
and direction of the field-aligned current in the transition cur-
rent system to the radial (Bx) and azimuthal (By) components
of the IMF and to the high-latitude ionospheric conductivity
has been done by Belenkaya et al. (2004). Here we investi-
gate the dawn-dusk asymmetry of the low-latitude magnetic
field of the transition current system caused by the IMF com-
ponents. Results of this study are compared with available
observations.

2 Short description of the transition current system

For self-consistency we briefly describe here the transition
current system model. It was shown (Clauer et al., 2001;
Belenkaya et al., 2004) that the three-dimensional transition
current system should form during a characteristic time pe-
riod of tr∼30−40 min after the magnetosphere encounters a
CME-related shock containing a change from horizontal to
northward IMF. This system includes the field-aligned NBZ-
currents, the ionospheric Pedersen currents in the region of
open field lines in the polar caps, and the field-aligned cur-
rents concentrated at the ionospheric open-closed field line
boundaries (θ=θm, whereθ is a co-latitude). These boundary
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Fig. 1. Magnetospheric magnetic field structure for northward IMF. Sphere of the radiusR1 schematically marks the magnetopause.A1 and
A2 are the boundaries between the field lines of different topological types.B1 andB2 are the singular magnetic field lines perpendicular
at the neutral pointsOn andOs to the magnetic field line surfacesA1OnA2 andA1OsA2. On′ andOs′ are the ionospheric projections of
the magnetic field neutral points.C is the separator line.M is the Earth’s dipole.Ss andSn are the southern and northern sections of the
magnetopause by the open field line tubes.Ls andLn are the points of the intersections ofSs andSn with the singular magnetic field lines
B1, respectively.

field-aligned currents may be interpreted as the Region 1 cur-
rents.

For northward IMF two magnetic field neutral points arise
inside the magnetosphere, in the cusp regions (e.g. Be-
lenkaya, 1998a). Figure 1 shows the magnetic field structure
for the northward IMF. The magnetopause, for simplicity, is
schematically shown as a sphere of radiusR1; Sn andSs are
its sections by the northern and southern open field line tubes,
respectively;On andOs are the northern and southern mag-
netic nulls. The boundary surfacesA1 andA2 dividing the
magnetic field lines of different topological types (separatrix
surfaces) are connected at the separator lineC (Siscoe et al.,
2001; Blomberg et al., 2005).

A1 andA2 are magnetic field line surfaces intersecting at
the neutral points.B1 andB2 are singular magnetic field lines
(named by Siscoe et al., 2001 as “stemlines”) perpendicular
to these surfaces at magnetic nulls. Field linesA1 form a
boundary of the open field line tube. As the whole surface
A1 converges to (or diverges from) a neutral point, field lines
intersecting magnetic null go through a diffusion region. As
a result, in particular, strong field-aligned currents arise along
a boundary of the open field line tube. From Fig. 1 it is seen

that along the singular field lineB2, these strong field-aligned
currents flow into and out of the ionosphere in the vicinity of
the cusp projection; these are the field-aligned cusp currents
arising during northward IMF, or NBZ currents. Thus, the
field-aligned NBZ currents are directly driven by the MHD
solar wind generator (Belenkaya, 2002).

Field lines of the surfaceA2 connect the neutral point
with the ionospheric open field line boundary of the oppo-
site hemisphere. Thus, for the northward IMF, the open field
line ionospheric boundary is an equipotential (Belenkaya,
1998b). The convection lines (which are lines of constant
electric potential) do not intersect it, contrary to the south-
ward IMF case, and form the vortex structure inside the po-
lar cap converging to the cusp projection. So, the convection
during the characteristic time periodtr is mainly contained
within the polar cap (the development of convection on the
closed field lines will occur aftertr (Clauer et al., 2001)).
Characteristic timetr equalsLx/Vx∼30−40 min, whereLx

is the mean length of the open field line tube section at the
magnetopause along thex direction, andVx is the solar wind
velocity. During this time period, the three-dimensional cur-
rent system corresponding to northward IMF develops only
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partially. Only the current system directly driven by the
MHD solar wind generator (transition current system) forms.
This current system is mainly connected with the open field
lines. The penetration of convection on the closed field lines
occurs indirectly (contrary to the case of southward IMF),
only through the region of the ionospheric cusp projection,
where convection vortices intersect. So, during the first 30–
40 min, the ionospheric closure currents correspond to the
case where the “effective low-latitude ionospheric conduc-
tivity” is equal to zero. In this case, fort<tr , Fukushima’s
Theorem (Fukushima, 1969) does not apply, and the Peder-
sen current magnetic field does not cancel the field-aligned
current field measured at a ground station, so the magnetic
field of the transition current system can be observed by the
on-ground magnetometers.

As duringt<tr the convection is contained within the po-
lar cap, the ionospheric Pedersen currents caused by the NBZ
currents cannot penetrate into the ionospheric closed field
line region, and consequently, should be closed by the field-
aligned Region 1 currents at the polar cap boundary. Thus,
we can say that, finally, in the transition current system, the
Region 1 currents are driven by the NBZ currents.

Analytical calculations (Clauer et al., 2001) allowed us to
obtain the magnetic field, caused by the transition current
system at noon and midnight on the Earth’s equator (Btcs−z):

Btcs−z ≈ ∓1.3BJ sinθm , (1)

where

BJ = (µ0J )/(2πRE) , (2)

hereJ is the strength of the field-aligned current in the tran-
sition current system, andRE is the Earth’s radius; minus
sign (plus) corresponds to noon (midnight), and the minus
sign represents a southward field.J was estimated from the
approximate formula

J = 6P |δ8npc| , (3)

where 6P is the ionospheric Pedersen conductance, and
δ8npc is the polar cap electric potential drop. The deriva-
tion of Egs. (1–3) are found in Clauer et al. (2001). It was
shown by Alexeev et al. (2007)1 that for northward IMF,
δ8npc, and consequentlyJ (see Eq.3), are proportional to
Bz andV 1/2, and very weakly depends onn (Bz, V , andn

are the solar wind magnetic field northward component, ve-
locity, and density, respectively). Thus, the field-aligned cur-
rent strength in the transition current system generated by the
IMF northward rotation depends on the solar wind parame-
ters, and in particular, increases with increasing of velocity.
For this reason,J should correlate with the solar wind dy-
namic pressure. When CME brings the pressure jump simul-
taneous with the northward IMF rotation, a strong transition

1Alexeev, I. I., Belenkaya, E. S., Bobrovnikov, S. Y., and Kale-
gaev, V. V., Cumnock, J. A., and Blomberg, L. G.: Magnetopause
mapping to the ionosphere for northward IMF, Ann. Geophys., sub-
mitted, 2007.

Fig. 2. Magnetic fieldBtcs caused by the Region 1 current sheets,
J , flowing into the ionosphere in dawn and flowing out of the iono-
sphere in dusk. The fieldBtcs is southward at noon and northward
at midnight.

current system develops. Moreover, usually, there is an en-
hanced magnetic field in the CME also, which additionally
amplifiesδ8npc andJ . This is why, in such cases, the mag-
netic field of the transition current system becomes strong
enough to be measured by the on-ground magnetometers.

The inward and outward NBZ currents are placed close
to each other in the high-latitude ionosphere (the distance
between their footprints is proposed to be of the order
of the latitudinal scale of the ionospheric cusp region,
δθ∼1◦

≈112 km). The contribution of these two antiparal-
lel field-aligned currents to the magnetic field at the Earth’s
equator is proportional to sinδθ . The corresponding contri-
bution of the Region 1 currents is proportional to sinθm. As-
sumingθm∼17◦, we estimate the ratio of the magnetic fields
of the NBZ and Region 1 currents to be equal to the ratio of
sinδθ to sinθm. Thus, the magnetic effect of the NBZ cur-
rents at the Earth’s equator is∼0.06 of the magnetic field of
the Region 1 field-aligned currents (Clauer et al., 2001). For
this reason, in estimating of the effect of the transition cur-
rent system at the Earth’s equator, the NBZ field-aligned cur-
rents contribution can be omitted (however, the NBZ currents
themselves play a significant role in supporting the Region 1
currents in the transition current system). It should be noted
that the NBZ currents located near the cusp and existing dur-
ing the northward IMF differ from the so-called cusp region
0 field-aligned currents. Figure 2 shows the magnetic field of
the Region 1 currents which is southward in the dayside and
northward in the nightside.

Clauer et al. (2001) calculated the magnetic field of the
transition current system at the Earth’s equator at noon and
midnight suggesting that the field-aligned currents at the
open-closed field line boundary may be represented by two
currents flowing to the ionosphere at dawn and out of the
ionosphere at dusk. In the paper by Clauer et al. (2001), the
effects of theBx andBy IMF components were not taken
into account.

www.ann-geophys.net/25/1899/2007/ Ann. Geophys., 25, 1899–1911, 2007
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the northern transition current system.textbfMis
the Earth’s dipole. NBZ currents flowing into the ionosphere in the
dusk, flow then on the ionosphere as the Pedersen currents, which
are closed later by the field-aligned Region 1 currents flowing out
from the northern ionospheric open field line boundary (marked by
a circle) to the southern neutral point (Os for the IMF with Bx=0,
By=0, andBz>0, andO

′

s for the IMF with Bx 6=0, By 6=0, and
Bz>0). Then they flow from the southern neutral point along field
lines going to the dawn open field line boundary of the northern po-
lar cap. After that they flow as the Pedersen ionospheric currents,
and later are closed by the NBZ field-aligned currents flowing out
from the northern ionosphere. Field-aligned currents for zero (non-
zero) IMFBx andBy components are marked by the dashed (dot-
ted) curves.

However, such effects exist (see, e.g. Iijima and Shibaji,
1987). The relationship of the NBZ-current distribution with
IMF By in the southern polar cap during northward IMF has
been obtained using magnetic field data from the MAGSAT
spacecraft firstly described by Iijima et al. (1984) and by
the calculations using the spherical model (Alexeev and Be-
lenkaya, 1985). The calculation results were in a good accor-
dance with the observations. It was shown that the location
of the NBZ-currents depends onBy . This is why the Region
1 currents connected with NBZ-currents are also controlled
by By (the dependence of the field-aligned Region 1 currents
onBx andBy was also studied by Belenkaya et al., 2004).

3 Deformation of the Region 1 field-aligned current
sheets in the transition current system due to the IMF

Interplanetary magnetic field (B) penetrating into the mag-
netosphere leads to the geomagnetic field line shifts (e.g. Be-
lenkaya, 2002). The penetration of the interplanetary mag-

netic and electric fields into the magnetosphere was studied
by Alexeev (1986). A finite-conductivity solution for the
magnetic field in the magnetosheath was constructed. Mag-
netic field diffusion caused by finite conductivity results in
only a partial screening of the outer field in a dissipative layer
near the magnetopause, with the residual magnetic field pen-
etrating into the magnetosphere (b). Dependence of the mag-
netic and electric fields at the magnetopause on the magnetic
Reynolds number was determined.

The solution forb in the paraboloid magnetospheric model
is a uniform field directed along the undisturbed IMF and
equal tob=kB (wherek is a coefficient of IMF penetration).
Tsyganenko (2002) found the best correspondence between
his model of the near-Earth magnetosphere and observational
data for the coefficient of IMF penetration into the Earth’s
magnetosphere of between 0.15 and 0.8. Here we investigate
the dawn-dusk displacement of the transition current system
magnetic field’s extrema. Figure 2 shows that these extrema
lie on the line perpendicular to the plane of the mostly strong
field-aligned Region 1 currents. In Fig. 2 the current sheet
with the field-aligned current flowing into (out of) the iono-
sphere is located at 6h (18h). The magnetic field of such a
current system is southward at noon and northward at mid-
night. When these currents are deformed by the IMF, the line
perpendicular to the surface containing them is shifted.

It was shown that the transition current system arises when
IMF turns northward from the near horizontal direction at the
front of the CME-encountered magnetosphere (Clauer et al.,
2001; Belenkaya et al., 2004). The global magnetospheric
configuration for northward IMF is mostly important for the
forming of the transition current system. During northward
IMF, two magnetic nulls,On andOs , arise inside the magne-
tosphere, near the cusp regions (see, e.g. Belenkaya, 1998a,
b). The penetrated portion of IMFb can provide the most
influence on the geomagnetic field lines near the magnetic
field neutral pointsOn andOs (see Fig. 1). As a result, it
shifts magnetic nulls and field lines crossing them. The com-
ponents of the vector of the neutral point displacement (dx0,
dy0, dz0) are proportional to the corresponding components
of the penetrated IMFb (bx , by , bz).

Figure 3 schematically presents the northern part of the
transition current system, including the NBZ and Region
1 field-aligned currents closed by the ionospheric Pedersen
currents. NBZ current flows into the ionosphere in the dusk,
then flows on the ionosphere as the Pedersen current, which
is closed later by the dusk field-aligned Region 1 current
flowing out from the northern ionospheric open field line
boundary (marked by a circle) to the southern neutral point.
Then the Region 1 dawn current returns from the southern
neutral point to the open field line boundary of the northern
polar cap. After that it flows as the Pedersen ionospheric cur-
rent, and is closed by the NBZ field-aligned current flowing
out from the northern ionosphere.

Figure 3 represents the view from the Sun (dusk is on the
right) for the casebx<0,by>0, andbz>0, whenOs is shifted
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to the dawn-noon sector. Figure 4 illustrates this situation for
the 31 March 2001 event. Calculations are performed in the
paraboloid model of the Earth’s magnetosphere described,
for example, in Alexeev et al. (2003). Whenbx>0, by>0,
andbz>0, Os is shifted to the dawn-night sector.

Figure 5 shows schematically the projection on the Earth’s
equatorial plane of the lineX

′

perpendicular to the surface
containing the deformed Region 1 currents (η). As it was
mentioned earlier, this line coincides with the direction to the
transition current system magnetic field extrema. In Fig. 5,
line OO

′′

s marks a direction parallel to the projection on the
equatorial plane of a line belonging to the surfaceη and
crossing the southern neutral pointO

′

s and the projection on
this surface of the Earth’s center (O). OO

′′

s is perpendicu-
lar to X

′

. Whenbx<0, by>0, andbz>0, O
′

s is shifted to
the dawn-noon sector relative to its location for the zero IMF
(Os). Figure 5a represents the case whenbx<0, by > 0, and
bz > 0, and Fig. 5b corresponds tobx>0, by>0, andbz>0.
For the last case,O

′

s is shifted to the dawn-night sector rela-
tive toOs , andX

′

points to the dawn-noon.
The angleγ betweenX

′

andX (new and old directions to
the minimum magnetic field of the transition current system)
is determined by the equation:

tanγ =
y

x
= −

by

bx

, (4)

because displacements are caused by the corresponding IMF
components, and the minus sign reflects the chosen sense of
the angleγ measurement: it is positive in a direction from
noon to dusk. When the signs ofbx andby are different, the
minus sign in the right side of Eq. (4) provides the positive
value ofγ , in accordance with Fig. 5a. When the signs ofbx

andby are the same, the minus sign in Eq. (4) describes the
position ofX

′

corresponding to Fig. 5b. The displacements
of the transition current system magnetic field extrema will
be determined for each of the events studied by us previously
(Clauer et al., 2001; Belenkaya et al., 2004).

In Fig. 3, location of the southern neutral pointOs for
IMF Bx andBy components equal to zero (withBz>0) is
shown together with the corresponding Region 1 currents
intersecting it (dashed curves). If for northward IMF, the
Bx andBy components are not equal to zero, their penetra-
tion into the magnetosphere causes a shift in the magnetic
field lines. Field-aligned Region 1 currents which flow along
these shifted field lines are marked by dotted curves.O

′

s is
a new (shifted) location of the southern neutral point for the
nonzero IMFBx andBy components.

3.1 24–27 September 1998 storm

The geomagnetic storm on 24–27 September 1998, was ini-
tiated in response to the sudden solar wind dynamic pressure
pulse (at 23:45 UT on 24 September). Simultaneous with
the pressure increase, the IMF became northward. Figures 6

Fig. 4. Magnetic field lines (bold curves) going from the northern
polar cap boundary to the southern magnetic field neutral point cal-
culated in the paraboloid model of the terrestrial magnetosphere.
The closest to the bold line going through the tail closed and open
field lines are marked by thin curves.X, Y , andZ are the axes in
the solar-magnetospheric coordinate system; distances along them
are measured in the Earth’s radii (RE). Calculations are performed
for the 31 March 2001 event.

Fig. 5. Projection on the Earth’s equatorial plane of theX
′

line
perpendicular to the surface (η) containing the Region 1 currents
deformed by the IMF. The transition current system is magnetic
field extrema are located along this line.OO

′′

s marks a direction
parallel to the projection on the equatorial plane of a line belonging
to the surfaceη and crossing the southern neutral pointO

′

s and the
projection on this surface of the Earth’s center (O). Components of
the magnetic field penetrated into the magnetosphere from the solar
wind: (a) bx<0; by>0; bz>0; (b) bx>0; by>0; bz>0.
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Fig. 6. Solar wind parameters offset by 24 min on 24–25 September 1998. Observations by Wind/MFI of the solar wind magnetic field in
the GSM coordinates. From the top to bottom:Bx , By , Bz, B, and polar cap magnetic flux, which decreased due to northward IMF rotation.

and 7, taken from Clauer et al. (2001), show the solar wind
parameters for this case. From Fig. 6 it is seen that just af-
ter the interplanetary shock front passage, the IMF compo-
nents became:Bx=−18 nT,By=40 nT,Bz=10 nT (before
the front the IMF components wereBx=−10 nT,By=10 nT,
Bz=0 nT). For calculation of the transition current system’s
magnetic field, only the IMF components after the interplan-
etary shock front passage are significant, as before the front
Bz was near zero, and no transition current system existed. It
arose only after the IMF rotated northward at the CME front.

As bx<0 and by>0, the southern neutral pointOs is
shifted to the dawn-noon sector. Thus, the current circuit
of the northern part of the transition current system located

in the dawn-dusk plane forbx=0, by=0, andbz>0, becomes
deformed under the action of the radial and azimuthal com-
ponents of the northward IMF (see Fig. 3). This deforma-
tion creates a displacement of its magnetic field extrema.
For example, the maximum southward magnetic field of the
transition current system is shifted from the noon to dusk
on the angleγ . The maximum northward magnetic field is
shifted from the midnight to dawn on the same angle. For
this case, tanγ=−by/bx=−By/Bx=40 nT/18 nT=2.2, and
γ=66◦. Thus,γ describing the azimuthal shift of the mag-
netic field northward and southward disturbances will be of
the order of 66◦=4.4 h.
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Fig. 7. Solar wind parameters offset by 24 min on 24–25 September 1998. Observations by Wind/SWE of the solar wind (top to bottom) of
the thermal velocity,Vth; solar wind ion density,N ; solar wind bulk velocity,V , in the GSM coordinates; and solar wind dynamic pressure,
p=nV 2

x .

Figure 8 presents a Magnetic Local Time (MLT) ver-
sus Universal Time (UT) map showing theH component
magnetic field disturbance obtained from middle- and low-
latitude ground-based magnetometers on 24–25 September
1998 (Clauer et al., 2001). The contours show a magnetic
disturbance at 25-nT intervals from the quiet-day variation,
with positive perturbations shaded in blue and negative ones
shaded in red. We see that at 23:45 UT on 24 September
the nightside enhancement of the northward magnetic field
(>50 nT) is observed to be located roughly from 23:50 h
MLT to 04:50 h MLT (at 02:50 h MLT, on average). The
dayside enhancement of the southward magnetic field dis-

turbance (< 50 nT) is observed between∼ 14.2 h MLT and
20.2 h MLT (at 17:00 h MLT, on average). Thus, for very
crude estimations, we can take the nightside shift of the
northward magnetic perturbations to be∼2.5 h from mid-
night to dawn, and the dayside shift of the southward mag-
netic disturbances to be∼5 h from noon to dusk, with the
average value of the dawn-dusk asymmetry of the order of
(2.5+5)/2∼3.8 h. Comparison with our rough calculations
(γ=4.4 h) gives a crude accordance of the value and the shift
direction of the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry of the low-
latitude magnetic field disturbances interpreted by us as a
transition current system magnetic field.

www.ann-geophys.net/25/1899/2007/ Ann. Geophys., 25, 1899–1911, 2007
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Fig. 8. Magnetic Local Time (MLT) versus Universal Time (UT) map showing theH component of the magnetic disturbance field obtained
from middle- and low-latitude ground-based magnetometers on 24–25 September 1998. The effect from a quiet day (17 August) variation is
removed. The contours show a magnetic disturbance at 25-nT intervals from the quiet-day variation, with positive perturbations shaded in
blue and negative ones shaded in red.

Fig. 9. Solar wind magnetic field componentsBx , By , andBz in the GSM coordinates measured at the ACE spacecraft. Horizontal axis
shows UT hours from 18:00 UT on 30 March to 03:00 UT on 31 March.

Ann. Geophys., 25, 1899–1911, 2007 www.ann-geophys.net/25/1899/2007/
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Fig. 10. Solar wind density and velocity values in the GSM coordinates measured at the ACE spacecraft. Horizontal axis shows UT hours
from 18:00 UT on 30 March to 03:00 UT on 31 March.

Fig. 11. A MLT-UT map of theH component of the world-wide magnetic disturbance field measured by 19 low-latitude ground magnetic
observatories from 20:00 UT on 30 March 2001 to 20:00 UT on 31 March 2001. The quiet-time field has been removed from the data
using observations from the quiet day 15 March 2001. The contour step is 50 nT, with blue indicating positive disturbances and red negative
disturbances (Skoug et al., 2003).

3.2 31 March 2001 event

A large coronal mass ejection encountered the Earth’s mag-
netosphere at 00:51 UT on 31 March 2001 (see Figs. 9 and
10 representing the ACE satellite measurements). Just be-
hind the front of the CME the averaged values of the IMF
components were:Bx=−40 nT,By=40 nT, andBz≈30 nT.
As again bx<0 and by>0 for bz>0, the southern neu-
tral point Os is shifted to the dawn-noon sector, and the

maximum northward (southward) magnetic field of the
transition current system should be shifted from midnight
(noon) to dawn (dusk) on the angleγ . The value of
tanγ=−By/Bx=40 nT/40 nT=1, andγ=45◦, which corre-
sponds to 3 h.

Figure 11 (Skoug et al., 2003) shows the MLT-UT map
for this case, which demonstrates the northward disturbance
(>100 nT) located from 23:00 h to 04:00 h MLT (on average,
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Fig. 12. The IMF components (Bx , By , andBz) and value of the total magnetic field (B) as measured by the Geotail satellite on 15 July
2000.

at 02:50 h MLT), while the southward disturbance was absent
(near zero) at this time. Thus, for a crude estimation, we take
the nightside shift of maximum northward magnetic field
perturbations to be∼2.5 h from midnight to dawn, which can
be considered as the average value of the dawn-dusk mag-
netic disturbance asymmetry. Comparison with our rough
calculations (γ=3 h) gives a good agreement.

3.3 The Bastille day storm of 15–16 July 2000

Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate the above described con-
ditions in the solar wind measured by the Geotail satel-
lite: almost a simultaneous increase in the dynamic pressure
and northward IMF turning occurred at∼14:35−14:36 UT
on 15 July 2000. For this eventBx=30 nT, By=30 nT,
and Bz=15 nT (see Fig. 12). Thus, tanγ is equal to

−30 nT/30 nT=−1, andγ is equal to−45◦, or −3 h. In this
casebx>0, andby>0, correspondingly, andOs is displaced
to the night-dawn sector. According to Fig. 5b, the line of the
maximum southward magnetic field of the transition current
system (X

′

) is rotated from the noon direction on the angle
γ , which in this case is negative. Thus, the southward distur-
bance should be shifted from noon to dawn. The direction of
the shift for this case is opposite relative to those in the previ-
ous two events characterized by negativebx . The maximum
northward magnetic disturbance should be shifted by angle
γ from midnight to dusk.

Figure 14 shows the low-latitude ground disturbances of
the H component magnetic field (the MLT-UT map) for
15 July 2000 (the 14:30 UT profile is subtracted). We see
that the most intense northward perturbations are located be-
tween 17:00 h and 01:00 h MLT, with the average position at
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Fig. 13. Solar wind parameters measured by the Geotail satellite on 15 July 2000. From the top to bottom; density; temperature;x, y, and
z-components of velocity.

21:00 h MLT. The corresponding shift in the “nightside mag-
netic field effect” of the transition current system from mid-
night to dusk is equal to−3 h. The southward perturbations
are very weak in comparison with the nightside data. They
are located between 07:00 h and 09:00 h MLT, with the aver-
age position at 08:00 h MLT. In spite that their value is near
zero, we take them into account, because the location of such
type of disturbance is identified in this case. The correspond-
ing shift in the “dayside magnetic field effect” of the transi-
tion current system from noon to dawn is equal to−4 h. The
averaged observed dawn-dusk asymmetry can be described
by−(3+4)/2=−3.5 h, which is in good accordance with our
crude calculations (−3 h).

Thus, using a very simplified model for the magnetic field
of the transition current system, we explained the observed
dawn-dusk asymmetry of the low-latitude magnetic distur-
bances. We showed thatBx andBy IMF components could
be responsible for this asymmetry. We received good accor-
dance of our estimations with observations of the directions
and values of the transition current system magnetic field ex-
trema displacements due to the IMF. The difference between
the calculated and observed values of these displacements is
≤0.6 h for the studied events.

4 Discussion

It is necessary to note that processes described here should
be considered during the characteristic time, which has a
lower limit of the order of 10 min and the upper limit
∼30−40 min. The upper limit (tr ) is explained in the pa-
per by Clauer et al. (2001), and this explanation is repeated
for self-consistency in the present paper. The lower limit (tl)
is determined by the exclusion from our consideration of the
wave processes arising just after the interplanetary shock ar-
rival. For example, Fujita et al. (2003) analyzed, in detail,
the main impulse phase of the sudden commencement in the
first 9 min after the interplanetary shock encounter with the
magnetopause, and described two successive current systems
generated by the pressure enhancement. During the time pe-
riod tl , a lot of processes connected with the magnetospheric
compression disturbances occur. After the time period com-
parable withtl , the magnetosphere reaches a new equilib-
rium state, corresponding to an increased solar wind pres-
sure value. Our consideration works following this moment
in time. Thus, we considered neither any wave processes
nor the processes connected with the compression propaga-
tion. The other specific distinction of our approach is that we
describe a peculiar situation when the interplanetary shock
arrival is accompanied by the northward IMF rotation from
the near horizontal direction. In many other studies, where
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Fig. 14.Magnetic Local Time (MLT) versus Universal Time (UT) map showing theH -component magnetic disturbance field obtained from
middle- and low-latitude ground-based magnetometers on 15 July 2000. The contours show a magnetic disturbance at 19-nT intervals with
the subtracted quiet time variations (at 14:30 UT), with positive perturbations shaded in blue and negative ones shaded in red.

the magnetospheric response to the solar wind pressure pulse
for northward IMF is investigated (e.g. Russell et al., 1994;
Fujita et al., 2003), the interplanetary magnetic field does not
change its orientation at the shock front. Under such cir-
cumstances, other kinds of transient current systems arise,
different from the transition current system considered here.

With the help of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model
Kullen and Janhunen (2004) investigated how the large-scale
topology of the magnetosphere develops for a constant IMF
with different IMF clock angles. The main attention was
given to the topological changes in the tail and the iono-
sphere. The authors noted that the field-aligned current pat-
tern was for all MHD runs nearly unchanged, which does not
allow us to compare our results with these MHD simulations.
Tanaka et al. (2004), using a MHD simulation, investigated
the formation of theta aurora under conditions of northward
IMF with a great magnitude and the sign change of IMFBy .
The reconstruction of the magnetosphere/ionosphere system
under such conditions differs significantly from the situation
studied here, which also does not allow for any comparison
with our results.

5 Conclusions

Here we consider a possible reason of the dawn-dusk asym-
metry of the on-ground magnetic field created by the transi-
tion current system at low latitudes. The main contribution to
this magnetic field is the formation of the Region 1 currents

into a the three-dimensional high-latitude temporary exist-
ing transition current system. We showed previously that
these currents provide the day-night asymmetry of the tran-
sition current system’s magnetic field observed by the low-
latitude on-ground magnetometers under corresponding con-
ditions in the solar wind: the almost simultaneous increase in
the dynamic pressure and the northward rotation of the IMF
from the near horizontal orientation (Clauer et al., 2001; Be-
lenkaya et al., 2004). In the present paper we pay attention to
the shift in the magnetospheric field lines (mostly significant
in the vicinity of the magnetic field neutral points), which
causes the displacement of the Region 1 current circuit.

We showed that due toBx<0, andBy>0, the northern
Region 1 current circuit is shifted to the dawn-noon sec-
tor, and respectively, the northward (southward) low-latitude
magnetic field perturbation should be shifted from midnight
(noon) to dawn (dusk). Oppositely, forBx>0, andBy>0,
the Region 1 current circuit is shifted to the dawn-nightside
sector. As a result, the northward (southward) low-latitude
magnetic field perturbation should be shifted from midnight
(noon) to dusk (dawn).

The obtained results were compared with the available ob-
servations. The direction of the dawn-dusk asymmetry of the
low-latitude on-ground magnetic field disturbances received
from the applied simple model, coincides with the magne-
tometers data. The value of an angle, which measures this
asymmetry, coincides with the observed one, with an accu-
racy of±0.6 h, which gives good accordance for such rough
estimations.
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